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Introduction

Z-kai Values Thinking Skills and a Disposition for Learning
Z-kai’s Zoom-Up Workbook is tailored to develop students’ mathematical thinking, problem solving, and explanation skills that are necessary for their future success in STEM. This series contains many problems that challenge
students, because the problem solving requires them to apply mathematical concepts and develop skills that
are uncommon to the mathematics curricula and instruction of most schools and classrooms. This series was
developed to reflect or surpass grade-specific Common Core State Standards in Mathematics (CCSS-M, 2010).
The application of mathematical reasoning, problem solving, and explaining mathematics provides multiple
opportunities for students to apply the CCSS-M Standards for Mathematical Content and Practice.
Z-kai has provided educational services in Japan since its inception in 1931, particularly focused on developing challenging material for advanced and gifted PreK-12 students. Z-kai’s extensive experience focuses on
students’ developing two important lifelong learning skills: (1) problem solving, reasoning, and flexible thinking; and (2) a disposition for curiosity, independent study and research, and collaboration with others to solve
challenging problems. Through its success in educating more than 200,000 Japanese students each year, Z-kai
has learned that it is better for students to solve a limited number of well-thought-out problems rather than
numerous less-challenging ones. In this way, students’ mathematical knowledge, thinking skills, and processing
are maximized and made more flexible.
This Zoom-Up Workbook contains 45 challenging problem sets that have been carefully selected to optimize
students’ understanding and perseverance. Given a limited number of total problems, the focus is on depth of
understanding rather than breadth of completion. Solving challenging tasks will help students develop confidence and motivation.
Another strength of Zoom-Up Workbooks is that many of the problems relate to the daily life of students. Applying previously-learned mathematics knowledge and skills to solve problems encountered in our daily lives
helps students to see mathematics as useful and effective. Just as importantly, students develop interest and
an eagerness for applying mathematics outside of the classroom, as well as in.
Solving challenging story problems develops students’ mathematical practice that is necessary
for success in middle school and beyond.
This workbook aims not only to build knowledge of algebra and geometry, but also to develop the following
mathematical practice:
Problem Solving Skills: Looking for necessary prior knowledge and utilizing this knowledge to solve new
problem(s) that students have not yet learned to solve.
Reading, Comprehension, and Representation Skills: Comprehending mathematics problem situations and
representing them in diagrams, tables, graphs, and expressions.
Explanation Skills: Explaining and justifying mathematical thinking processes and solutions.
Comparison and Generalization Skills: Finding effective, better, and more efficient solution processes.
These skills are required in middle school and upper-level mathematics; therefore, it is important to refine and
solidify these skills during the elementary school years.
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How to use Z-kai Zoom-Up Workbook
This Zoom-Up Workbook contains 45 problem sets. Let’s solve problems starting with
the first problem set (Problem 01).
After you finish one problem set, ask your parents or teacher to check your answers.
If an answer is wrong, ask your parents or teacher how to solve the problem.
In each section titled IfIf you
you can
can solve
solve this,
this, the
the math
math -- and
and you
you -- are
are cool!
cool! or
It’s awesome if you know! , you will find useful information that will help you
understand and increase your learning.
The problems marked with the thumbs-up symbol
are very challenging problems.
When you figure out how to solve these problems, you should be very proud of your
achievement.

Dear Parents, Dear Teachers,
The Z-kai Zoom-Up Workbook provides an “Answers and Solutions” section that
gives detailed explanations about how to think about and understand solutions
to challenging problems. Z-kai encourages parents and teachers to provide clues
that will help students understand solution processes and check the answers by
reading this section.

Let’s solve challenging problems together!

Eamal

Milmali

Iwanko
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1

Date

Numbers Greater Than 100 (Part 1)

.

.

Score
100

1 Put appropriate numbers in the

below. (6 points each)

The number composed of 7 hundreds, 4 tens and 5 ones is

.

The number 916 is composed of 900, 10, and 6. When we show it with the
math sentence, it can look like this: 916 =

+

The number composed of 20 tens is
The number 560 is composed of

+

.

.
tens.

The number composed of 4 hundreds, 0 tens and 2 ones is

.

2 Write as many numbers as possible that have 6 in the hundreds place and
3 in the ones place. (10 points)

6
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3 Use the number line to answer the following questions.
500

1000

What quantity does each unit mark stand for? (5 points)

Write appropriate numbers in the

above. (5 points each)

Draw an arrow at 950. (5 points)
What is the number that is 50 less than 1,000? (5 points)

What is the number that is 250 less than 1,000? (5 points)

4 Find the pattern for the number sequences below. Then fill in the

below.

(5 points each)

740 640

440 340

350 400

550

800

770 760
7
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4

Date

Subtraction Algorithm (Part 1)

.

.

Score
100

1 Use the place value subtraction algorithm to calculate the following.
(5 points each)

73 − 45

86 − 37

42 − 26

34 − 18

95 − 75

36 − 31

65 − 59

77 − 9

90 − 43
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2 Put appropriate numbers in the

below. (8 points each)

37
26

11

26 + 11 =

So,

				

− 11 = 26

				
61 − 22 = 39

So,

58 + 14 = 72

So,

37 −

=11
+ 22 = 61

72 −

=14

3 Use the place value algorithm to calculate the following. Then, check the
answers by adding the number being subtracted to the answer. (5 points each)
Check your answer

56
−13

← Put the answer to 56 − 13

+13

← Add the number being subtracted
← The number you are subtracting from

Check your answer

Check your answer

4 0
−2 5

3 1
− 7

13
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5

Date

Calculation Puzzles (Part 1)

.

.

Score
100

1 Put appropriate numbers in the

3
+
5

+

4

1
6

below. (5 points each)

+

4

+

5

7

8

9

8

5

9

6

4

8

6

−

3

3

8

2

3

5

0

7

2
3

2

7

6

−

3

8

−

−
2

4
3

7

4

5

5

1

6

−

2

8

2

6

14
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2 Boxes with the same animal face have the same number when turned over.
Find the numbers that match each animal when the card is turned over.
(5 points each)

8
+

2

+

1
9

4

8

7
−

9

+

5
1

4

2
−

−
5

0

8

15
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8

Date

Mental Calculation Challenge (Part 1)

.

.

Score
100

IfIf you
you can
can solve
solve this,
this, the
the math
math -- and
and you
you -- are
are cool!
cool!
Mental Calculation is a method to calculate in your
head without using a calculator or the algorithm
calculation. Surprise your classmates by making
complex calculations in your head!

1 Think about how to calculate 46 + 9 in your head (mentally, without paper
and pencil). Fill in the following

. (4 points each)

Method 1: Split the first number
Split 46 into 40 and

46 + 9

6+9=
40 +

40 6
=

46 + 9 =

Method 2: Split the second number
Split 9 into

and 4.

46 + 9

46 + 4 =
50 +

4
=

5

46 + 9 =
20
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2 Calculate the following in your head. (10 points each)

25 + 6
43 + 9
56 + 7
68 + 8
4 + 27
8 + 36

You can use either method to do the mental calculation.

21
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Date

Choosing Desserts

.

.

Score
100

1 There are three kinds of desserts on the table: pancakes, shortcake, and
custard pudding. Timoteo, Mindy, and Aya are thinking about who will get
what kind of dessert.

If Timoteo chooses the pancakes, what ways could Mindy and Aya choose
from the remaining desserts? Complete the table below. (10 points)
Timoteo
Pancakes

Mindy

Aya

Shortcake

Custard Pudding

Custard Pudding

If Timoteo chooses the shortcake, what ways could Mindy and Aya choose
from the remaining desserts? Complete the table below. (10 points each)
Timoteo
Shortcake

Mindy

Aya

Pancakes

30
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Timoteo, Mindy and Aya made the diagrams as shown below from the
results recorded in the tables from Problems and . They also thought
about the diagram when Timoteo chose the custard pudding. Complete
the diagrams below by filling in the with the names of the desserts.
(10 points each)

Timoteo

Mindy
Aya
		
		
			Shortcake
Custard Pudding
Pancakes
			
Custard Pudding
Shortcake

			Pancakes
Shortcake
			

			Shortcake
Custard Pudding
			

Let’s think about the problem by following the arrows
in the diagram.
This diagram is called a “tree diagram.” It helps us find
out the number of different ways we can make choices
in a systematic way.

31
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19

Date

Birthday Party (Part 1)

.

.

Score
100

1 Sydney turned 8 years old on September 22. She invited her friends to her
birthday party and many of them came.
23 friends came to her party. 16 of them were girls. How many boys came
to her party? (15 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
You can find out the number of boys by subtracting
the number of girls from the total number of
friends. We don’t need to think about the date of
the birthday or Sydney’s age to solve this problem.
Math Sentence

Answer

7 boys and 16 girls came to the party. How many friends were there at the
party altogether?
(15 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

You can find the total number of friends
by adding the number of boys and girls.
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IfIf you
you can
can solve
solve this,
this, the
the math
math -- and
and you
you -- are
are cool!
cool!
To check the answer to 23 – 16, you need to calculate 7
+ 16. If you add the remaining part 7 (answer) and the
number 16 which is the subtracted part, you get 23 (the
whole). If you can check your subtraction and correct the
mistakes by yourself, the math-and you-are cool!

2 Everyone had a lot of fun at Sydney’s birthday party. All of her friends stayed
at the party till it got dark.
When it got dark, 15 friends went home. How many friends are still
at the party? (15 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

Let’s check your answer to Problem

above.

(25 points for the math sentence)
Math Sentence

The answer to Problem 2
will be the number
of friends at the beginning of the party.
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31

Date

Jump Rope Competition (Part 1)

.

.

Score
100

1 A jump rope competition was held. Alicia, Yazmin, Kylie,
and Sofia have been looking forward to this day.

The first challenge was the Alternate-Foot Step-Jump. Alicia jumped 67
times, Yazmin jumped 58 times, and Kylie jumped 55 times. How many
jumps did the three of them jump altogether?
(10 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

The next challenge was the Criss-Cross Jump. Alicia jumped 45 times,
Yazmin jumped 46 times, Kylie jumped 39 times, and Sofia jumped 41
times. How many jumps did they do altogether?
(10 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

68
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Which type of jumps did the girls do more of: the total number of
Alternate-Foot Step-Jumps done by three girls or the total number of
Criss-Cross Jumps done by four girls? How many more jumps were made?
(10 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

The final challenge was the Crossover Jump. Alisa and Kylie jumped 121
times altogether. Yazmin and Sofia jumped 103 times altogether.
How many more times did Alisa and Kylie jump than Yazmin and Sofia?
(10 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

19 second graders, 37 third graders, and 78 fourth graders can do
Double Dutch. What is the total number of students who can do
Double Dutch? (10 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

69
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33

Date

Dreamland (Part 1)

.

.

Score
100

1 Kentaro is visiting his grandparents in Japan. Kentaro’s grandparents took
him to the Dreamland Amusement Park.
Kentaro gets on the Space Glider and the Jet Cyclone. It costs 600 yen to
ride the Space Glider and 800 yen to ride the Jet Cyclone. How much do
the rides cost altogether?
(10 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

The currency used in Japan is called “yen.”
If you want to compare dollars to yen, 1 dollar equals
about 100 yen. This can be written $1 = ¥ 100.

Kentaro and his grandparents got on the Ferris wheel together. This ride
costs 400 yen per person. How much was the cost for the three of them to
ride the Ferris wheel?
(10 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

When you think about paying 400 yen each for 3 people,
you can think about how many 100 yen coins you need.
72
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Kentaro rode the Super Condor, the Spector Mountain, and the Blue
Dragon. The cost for riding the Super Condor was 700 yen, the Super
Mountain was 1,000 yen, and Blue Dragon was 800 yen. How much was
the total cost for riding all three rides?
(10 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

Kentaro and his grandparents had pasta for lunch. Each pasta dish costs
900 yen. How much did they pay for lunch altogether?
(10 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

Kentaro’s grandfather gives three 1,000 yen bills to pay the cashier for all
the pasta lunches. How much change did he get back?
(10 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

5000
1000
10000

5110000
0000000

壱万円
令
元 年

元

年

和
令

和
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42

Date

A Musical Performance

.

.

Score
100

1 Teddy, Kate and Amara are good friends. Today, Teddy played a role in
a musical performance. Kate and Amara went to the theatre with their
parents to see the show. The title of the piece is “Lion Junior.”
When the show started, many children wearing animal costumes appeared on
the stage. There were 14 rabbits, 18 deer, and 16 monkeys on the stage.
Teddy appeared on stage as a lion cub. A father lion joined the lion cub on
the stage. The father lion looked fierce. Both lions were carrying spears. The
father lion carried a 1 m 30 cm spear, and the lion cub carried a 90 cm spear.
All the animals danced to the music. Rabbits, deer, and monkeys each
performed a 5-minute dance.
The musical was fantastic. After the performance ended, Kate and Amara
each had a 350ml juice as their post-performance refreshment.
How many rabbits, deer, and monkeys were there altogether?
(15 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

92
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What was the total length of the spears of the father lion and the lion cub?
(15 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

How many minutes altogether did it take to complete the dances by the
rabbits, the deer, and the monkeys?
(15 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

Altogether, how much juice did Kate and Amara drink?
(15 points for the math sentence, 10 points for the answer)
Math Sentence

Answer

Measuring Units of Time
Time can be measured in hours, minutes, and seconds.
1 hour equals 60 minutes, and 1 minute equals 60 seconds.
93
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45

Date

Various Shapes

.

.

Score
100

1 Let’s look at how a straight line can be used to divide various shapes into two
shapes, as shown below and following the description in the
.
In Problems – draw a line to create the shapes given in each problem.
(20 points each)

Method
Two triangles

When you cut along the

Example

line, you can create two triangles

One triangle and one
quadrilateral

One triangle and one
quadrilateral

Let’s use a set square to
think about this problem.

Two right triangles

98
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2 Let’s cut a paper along straight lines to make exactly the same shapes.
Think about how you would do this. Then, draw a straight line to cut to make
the shape.
Method

To make two of the same shapes

When you cut along the
that are the same.

Example

line, you can create two shapes

Cut a paper circle into four shapes that are exactly the same. (10 points)

Cut the following paper square along a straight line that goes through the
dot and creates two shapes that are exactly the same. (10 points each)

We are making two of exactly the same
shapes from each paper.

99
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How to use the Answers and Solutions Section
Point 1:
Answers lists correct answers
to all problems.
Point 2:
discusses
thinking and solution
processes.
How to Think and Solve

Problems in the Zoom-Up Workbook are not limited to the typical grade level content
students learn in most math classes; however, many problems are solvable using
mathematics knowledge and skills students have learned so far, if they know how to apply
what they know. Most Zoom-Up problems are challenging, but the problems will help
students develop problem solving skills, logical reasoning skills, explanation skills and
perseverance.

Dear Parents, Dear Teachers,
This “Answers and Solutions” section of the Zoom-Up Workbook explains
answers and gives helpful points for thinking about and solving each problem.
Detailed solution processes are included for most of the challenging problems.
Although the Zoom-Up Workbook is designed for students to study challenging
problems on their own, it is helpful if parents and teachers read this book and
support a student’s learning by discussing the details. It may be helpful to provide
clues that will help students understand solution processes. The book contains
very challenging problems, so it is important for parents and teachers to help
encourage students’ interest in solving problems and to enjoy the challenge.
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1

Numbers Greater Than 100 (Part 1)
How to Think and Solve

Answers
1

745
56
2

900, 10, 6
402

2

If the numbers have 6 is in the hundreds place
and 3 in the tens place, the answers are correct.
If the student didn’t write many numbers,
encourage them to find more that fit the criteria.
If students write four-digit numbers that satisfy
the condition, that is also correct. (e.g., 1,603,
etc.)

3

Students who have not studied division yet need
to estimate the intervals of the unit marks. They
can start thinking about it by thinking whether
the unit mark shows 1, 10, or …

200

[Example]
603, 613, 623, 633, 643, 653, 663, 673, 683, 693

3

50

400, 650, 800
500

950

1000

750

First, locate 1,000 on the number line, then
count 50, 100, 150… to the left. Then, mark the
unit mark at 250. Finally, determine what number the unit mark shows. (750)

4

540

450, 500

790, 780

4

The number sequence patterns are described below. When solving Problem , find the pattern
by looking at the numbers at the end (right side)
of the sequence of numbers.
The numbers decrease by 100.
The numbers increase by 50.
The numbers decrease by 10.

104
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4

Subtraction Algorithm (Part 1)

result of the tens place and keep the answer as 8,
instead of 68.

Answers
1

*Process of algorithm calculations is not shown.
28
49
16
16
20
5
6
68
47

2

Students should be able to use the relationship
between addition and subtraction to solve this
problem. If students are having difficulty solving
Problems and , ask them to draw or show
them how to draw diagrams similar to those
that they used in Problem .

3

In this problem, students learn how to check
their answers by applying the relationship of
addition and subtraction.
The method they learned here is:
the answer (the difference) + the number being
subtracted (subtrahend) = the number you are
subtracting from (minuend).
Students could also check the problem’s answer
by doing the following:
the answer (the difference) + the number you
are subtracting from (minuend) = the number
being subtracted (subtrahend).

2

37, 37, 26
3

39

58

*Process of checking is not shown.
43
15
24

How to Think and Solve
1

When students use the place value vertical algorithm to solve subtraction with regrouping
problems, be sure to ask them to cross out the
number being regrouped with a line and write
the number after they regrouped near its place.
This process helps students avoid making mistakes.
The result of the calculation in the ones place
will be zero (0). Make sure students do not forget to write “0.”
The result of the calculation in the tens place
will be zero (0) (3 − 3 = 0). The answer should
not be written as “05,” but written as “5.”
Because 1 in the tens place is regrouped down
to the ones place, the result of the calculation of
the tens place will be zero (5 − 5 = 0). Similar to
problem , students need to write the answer as
“6” instead of “06.”
If students forget to regroup 1 in the tens place
to the ones place, the answer will be 78 instead
of 68. Since the subtrahend is a one-digit number, students may forget to write the calculation
107
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5

Calculation Puzzles (Part 1)
How to Think and Solve

Answers
1

2
2
5

6
9

8
1

1

These problems challenge students to find
numbers missing from addition and subtraction
algorithm solutions. Students could start solving
the problems by filling in an appropriate number in one of the boxes and using trial-and-error
to solve the problems. They could also use the
relationship between addition and subtraction
to think about the problem.
If students are having a difficult time getting
started on solving a problem, please encourage
them to just guess a number that could go in the
box and start solving the problem to see if the
number works. They will learn that they need to
be cautious about regrouping calculations.

2

This is a difficult problem that requires students
to think about which order they should assign
numbers to each animal or vegetable. When
they find an appropriate number, ask them to
write the number near the box.

1
1

2

4

6

7

3

3

6

9

5

5

1

7

From the algorithm calculation to the left,
students could find the number that matches the
cat card when it is flipped over. From the algorithm calculation to the right, students could
find the number that matches the fox card.
From the algorithm calculation to the left, find
the number that matches the tomato and the
eggplant. As stated previously, students need to
pay attention to regrouping calculations in
addition and subtraction.
First, from the left algorithm calculation, find
the missing number for the fish card.

108
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8

Mental Calculation Challenge (Part 1)
How to Think and Solve

Answers
1

1

We explore two methods to mentally calculate
addition with regrouping. The first method
(splitting the first number, addend or the number to with another is added) is very similar to
the algorithm calculation method. The second
method, the second number (addend) is split
into two smaller numbers so that the addition of
the ones place becomes 10.

2

The students might use the algorithm calculation method to calculate. If the answer is
correct, they will receive full credit and points.
In this case, please let the students know that
they could be more efficient by using the mental
calculation method that they learned in Problem 1 . Let them know they don’t need to use
algorithm calculation and they can do the calculation easily in their heads.
To develop students’ methods of mental calculation, let them choose the method that works
best for them. They may prefer to use one
method over another depending on the type of
numbers in the problem.

6, 15, 15, 55, 55,
4, 5, 50, 5, 55, 55
2

31
31

52
44

63

76

It might be easier to calculate the addition as 27
+ 4 instead of 4 + 27 by applying the commutative property of addition.
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13

Choosing Desserts
How to Think and Solve

Answers

1

1

Shortcake
Mindy
Pancakes
Custard Pudding

If the student is having trouble understanding the table, then discuss the direction of the
arrows by saying “If Timoteo chooses the pancakes and Mindy chooses the custard pudding,
then what dessert is left for Aya to choose?”

Aya
Custard Pudding
Pancakes

Pancakes Custard Pudding
Custard Pudding Pancakes
Shortcake
Pancakes

Students use tables and tree diagrams to investigate the choice of desserts.

When students think about the case when
Mindy does not choose the pancakes, consider discussing this case in the following way:
“Timoteo chooses the shortcake. If Mindy
doesn’t want to choose pancakes, then what
dessert is left for Aya to choose?”

Pancakes
Shortcake

Show the student how to read tree diagrams by
following the direction of the arrows which
reflects what they followed when they completed the tables in Problems and .

116
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19

Birthday Party (Part 1)

For students who have been studying and thinking about addition and subtraction as entirely
different concepts, the relationship between
addition and subtraction is a big discovery. It’s
important to give positive feedback when the
students make a connection and learn something new about what they have learned before.
Responses like “Good job for making that connection!” and “Isn’t that cool?” will encourage
students’ interest in solving problems and help
them enjoy the challenge of the mathematics.
The concept of an inverse operation will also
be applied to multiplication and division in
students’ Grade 3 math learning. At high
school-level math, similar relationships can be
seen in calculus, such as the processes of differentiation and integration. Checking answers
using inverse operations is effective and productive in mathematics learning. Help students
to think about utilizing these relationships in a
clever way.

Answers
1

Math Sentence: 23 – 16 = 7
Answer: 7 boys
Math Sentence: 7 + 16 = 23
Answer: 23 friends
2

Math Sentence: 23 – 15 = 8
Answer: 8 friends
Math Sentence: 8 + 15 = 23

How to Think and Solve

The goal of the episode is for the students to understand the relationship between addition and
subtraction and utilize this relationship to check
answers. Therefore, the aim of this problem is
not only finding the answers, but to understand
the relationship between math sentences for
problems and .
Whole – Subtracted part = Remaining part
Minuend – Subtrahend = Difference
• The minuend is the first number (whole)
before the minus symbol in subtraction.
The minuend is the quantity that has a part
removed (being subtracted from it).
• The subtrahend is the number after the
minus symbol in subtraction. It is the number or part that is being subtracted from the
minuend (the whole).
The relationship expressed by the math sentence
above establishes the following math sentence.
Remaining part + Subtracted part = Whole
Difference + Subtrahend = Minuend
This problem episode was designed to help students recognize this relationship in a visual way.
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31

Jump Rope Competition (Part 1)
How to Think and Solve

Answers

This problem episode also reviews content from
Problem Episode No.17 through No.26.
Problem 1
is a calculation of four numbers
with an answer of three digits. Students may use
algorithm calculations or think about a different
or better way to add numbers. In this problem,
it may be easier to calculate 45 + 46 = 91 and 39
+ 41 = 80 first. Then, add 91 and 80 together to
find the sum.

1

Math Sentence: 67 + 58 + 55 = 180
Answer: 180 times
Math Sentence: 45 + 46 + 39 + 41 = 171
Answer: 171 times
Math Sentence: 180 – 171 = 9
Answer: Alternate-Foot Step-Jump was jumped
9 times more.
Math Sentence: 121 – 103 = 18
Answer: 18 times
Math Sentence: 19 + 37 + 78 = 134
Answer: 134 students

Problems and are three-digit subtraction
calculations. The answer to Problem is a
one-digit number, and the answer to Problem
is a two-digit number. Base ten blocks might
be great tools to help students understand the
process of calculation and place value.
Problem is similar to Problem . Problem
is an addition problem that combines three
numbers and the answer is three digits.
Using algorithm calculations is the recommended method for solving these problems. However,
if the students are comfortable with algorithm
calculations, ask them to think about easier
ways to calculate. For example, in Problem
it’s easier to subtract 170 first and then subtract
1 later. It might take students a while to think
creatively this way, so encourage the students as
they experiment with different methods.
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33

Dreamland (Part 1)
How to Think and Solve

Answers

This episode deals with the calculation of large
numbers. All the numbers are multiples of 100.
The problem situation involves Kentaro traveling to Japan. The currency used in Japan is
“yen,” and students may not be familiar with this
currency. So, consider suggesting that students
draw (or make) 100 yen coins to think about
solving these problems. In addition, it is a good
idea for students to research what kinds of coins
and bills people use in Japan. Even if some students haven’t traveled to foreign countries, one
purpose of this problem is to develop students’
curiosity about other countries, and to become
aware of and learn about the currency systems
of other countries.

1

Math Sentence: 600 + 800 = 1,400
Answer: 1,400 yen
Math Sentence: 400 + 400 + 400 = 1,200
Answer: 1,200 yen
Math Sentence: 700 + 1,000 + 800 = 2,500
Answer: 2,500 yen
Math Sentence: 900 + 900 + 900 = 2,700
Answer: 2,700 yen
Math Sentence: 3,000 – 2,700 = 300
Answer: 300 yen

400 + 400 + 400, 900 + 900 + 900, 1,000 + 1,000
+ 1,000 can all be calculated by thinking about
the number of 100 yen coins or the number of
1,000 yen bills. When students think about the
number of coins or bills, the calculation can be
thought as 4 + 4 + 4, 9 + 9 + 9, and 1 + 1 + 1.
Then, students need to think about how many
zeros (0s) they need to add by determining the
value of the coin or the bill. It is important that
students understand 12 coins of 100 yen is the
same as 1,200 yen. Using handmade coins will
make the learning process more engaging and
fun.
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42

A Musical Performance
How to Think and Solve

Answers

Some of the problems in Episode No.42 involve
measurement.

1

Math Sentence: 14 + 18 + 16 = 48
Answer: 48 animals
Math Sentence: 1 m 30 cm + 90 cm
= 2 m 20 cm
Answer: 2 m 20 cm
Math Sentence: 5 + 5 + 5 = 15
Answer: 15 minutes
Math Sentence: 350 + 350 = 700
Answer: 700 mL

1

Students could solve the calculation by using the
place value algorithm. Also, they could do mental calculation if students notice they could do
14 + 16 to make the calculation easier.
This is an addition problem dealing with lengths
and its regrouping involves two different units.
Each performance was 5 minutes.
There were three performances. So, 5 minutes is
added three times.
Calculation of liquid volume: Students could
solve this using addition.
“It’s awesome if you know!” discusses the time
measurement “seconds.” Students will learn
about seconds in later grade levels too. 1 hour
is equal to 60 minutes, and 1 minute is equal to
60 seconds. It is called the “sexagesimal system,”
because time has 60 as its base number. It is
important to know how to convert units when
units change at 60. It is also a good idea to develop a sense of time as a quantity (duration) by
frequently talking about the lengths of time in
daily life with students.
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45

Various Shapes
How to Think and Solve

Answers

1

1

[Example]

[Example]

[Example]

Students should read the directions carefully
and understand the conditions of the two shapes
they are creating. Then, they figure out the location of the straight line they draw to make one
shape into two shapes. Students may use trialand-error to find the line.
Students have not learned that two right angles
(90 degrees) make a straight line (a straight
angle, 180 degrees). They will learn this in the
fourth grade. If a student has difficulty answering this question, ask the student “How should
we split the triangle into two triangles?” Then,
ask the student “How could we make two right
triangles?” Encourage students to use a set
square to think about how they can make two
right triangles. When students place a set square
as shown below, they will see how two right
triangles can be made or constructed.

2

[Examples]
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